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Suspect arrest~ed, under investigation for cantpus thefts
By Allee Corle

NewsEdHor

•

A John Carroll University security guard tackled and apprehended a man suspected of theft
Saturday evening. The suspect was
later charged with one count of
criminal trespassing by the University Heights Police Dept
Darnell Williams, 29, is currently under investigation for a
number of thefts at John Carroll
and at other Cleveland area col-
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lege campuses.
According to Mary Mahoney.
resident hall director of Pacelli,
the incident report said a few girls
on the third noor Pacelli noticed a
strange man walking around their
noor and called security. Security
searched Pacelli and Millor Halls
and, eventu.ally, guard Mau Goffos tackled him outside Millorwith
the help several students.
According to Detective Sergeant James Rohal of the UHPD,
the police found a bag of possibly

stolen articles in Williams' car.
Among the items found in the bag
was a Pacelli Hall key that had
been reported missing.
"People need to be more aware
of the1r personal safety and the
locking of their doors," said Rohal.
He also stressed the importance of
reporting crime incidences.
"Without the immediate response of the residents in Pacelli,
we wouldn't have been able to
finally apprehend a suspect," said
Mahoney.

New chair in classical
studies honors Miller
by Allee Corte
NewsEdHor
Anew facultychairinclassical
studies at John Carroll University
will honor the memory of Rev.
Edmund Miller, S.J.
Miller served as rector to the
Jesuit Community and was a professor of classics at John Carroll
University from 1986 until his
death from a heart attack on December6,1989.
The Miller Chair is sponsored
by a $1.5 million endowment
contributed to John Carroll by the
F.J.O'NeillCharitableTrust The
gift is one of the flfSt contributions
to a major new capital campaign
created to increaseJCU'sendowment for faculty and student sup-

port, theadvancementacademic
prograrns,and the improvement
campus facilities.
"Though Father Ed Miller
was at John Carroll for only
three years, he developed a deep
friendship with members of the
O'Neill family and was held in
high esteem by our students, the
faculty and staff," said Rev.
Michael J. Lavelle, SJ., JCU
president.
"We are delighted to have
him remembered through this
permanent chair for a cause he
would very much support, the
promotion of the classics and
the humanistic educational values they represent." continued
Lavelle.
continued on
e5

Board member appointed
by Julie Smith
Asst. News EdHor

Students in Dr. Paul
Shk~'s class enjoy the

uaseasonably warm
weather (left). A few
days later, Pat
Fratantooio andBud

Harris rush to elass to
getoutoftbecold (top).
~-----'-
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Visser predicts apartheid·s future
by Chuck Beilstein
News Reporter
Professor Nicholas Visser of
the University of Capetown described the political projections
made by five South African writers.
Visser delivered his SPeech
"PoliticsofFuture Projections"to
more than 500 students. He gave
insights into works depicting the
outcome of apartheid.
Visser began by discussing
Arthur Keppel-Jones' WhenSmws
Goes.. The work is a "history of
South Africa from 1952to2010,"
which was actually published in
1946. Keppel-Jones assumes the
end ofapartheid by violent means,
but Visser claims the author offers
an unrealistic picture of black

An "explosion of roles" is at
resistance.
Next. Visser cited a passage in the center of Nadine Gordimer's
ChildJwO<l s End by Arthur C. July's People .. The plot involves
Clark describing South Africa as a family living as guests of their
the "center. of racial strife." Ironi- former servant. By the end of the
cally, Clarl: has laid out a scenario book, the white children are learnin which the white minority is op- ing the blick language and aspressed. Visser said this irony similation has begun.
"crystalizes the deep-seated anxiFinally, VisserexaminedJ. M.
ety" South African leaders have Coetzee's Lift & Times of Mithat the post-apartheid situation chael K. Michael is a 35-year-old
gardener who is accused of being
might be worse.
In Karel Schoeman •sPromised part ofa guerilla rebel force. After
umd anotberviewofwhiteSouth escapingthearmy'srehabilitation
Africans suffering is offered. In camp, Michael goes back 10 his
this "fable of reversal," Visser home and plants a new balch of
cl.Ums Schoeman is trying to in- seeds.
spire a "change of heart" in the
Though the novel has been
AJ rikaner Ieaders, but by showing criticized for being simple and not
st•ch a bleak future for whites the rendering active political resisauthor actually discourages tance, Coetzee offers a view of a
passive alternative.
change.

Rev. James E. Hoff, SJ., a
memberoftheboardoftrustees at
John Carroll University, has been
namedthe33rdJesuitpresidentof
Xavier University.
"I urged the committee to
choose him," said Rev. MichaeiJ.
LavelJe, SJ., president of JCU,
and board of trustees member at
Xavier. "He's had a very varied
background, and he's extremely
personable."
Hoff currently serves as vice
president

Creighton University. He also has
been a successful fundraiser at
Creighton as leader of a four year
project that garnered $102.5 million for the school. He has taught
theology, ethics and health sciences classes.
"A university is a community
of scholars who are providing an
atmosphere, a spirit and educationalexperienceforstudents.lllat
has to be my major focus, the
students and education we're
providing, because that's what
we're all about." Hoff said at a
press conference announcing his
election to the position. "By na-

relalionsaatml~a;m;;!f1stuid;ents."

Where would you
be without your
Carroll ID?

An in-depth interview with the coordiGold
nator of

EDITORIAL
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Return of troops must be top priority
here are as many issues to the Iraq-Kuwait crisis as there are names
on the Vietnam Veterans War Memorial, but there is only one
answer- Bring our troops home safely!
T h e 350,000 American women and men stationed in the blistering
sand dunes of Saudi Arabia have their lives poised between economic
interests and political considerations as they provide a supposedly stabilizing force to impede any further aggressions by Saddam Hussein. There is
heated debate about American presence in the Middle East; oil continuously figures in the discussion. The sovereignty of Kuwait is held hostage
and the nation of Saudi Arabia shudders in fear ofan Iraqi attack, comforted
only by the amassed and outnumbered American soldiers.
Truly, it is a situation that presents a myriad of conflicts.
Meanwhile, back home in Washington, shortly before they adjourned,
members of Congress doubled the call-up limit for active duty for all
combat reservists. This was done to provide more training time for the
reserve soldiers who will serve as replacements in Saudi Arabia. Without
this Congressional action, the reservists were not expected to be utilized by
the defense deparnnent. This sneaking attempt by Congress to mire the
U.S. further into the sands must not go unnoticed.
Such unabated rising intensity can only lead to the long, drawn-out war
that most experts agree will occur ifthe frrst salvos of bullets are fired. Must

T

the country be reminded that extended wartime conflicts only result in
countless numbers of body bags returning to grieving families. Again, the
black wall of the Vietnam memorial serves as warning.
The more the United States, and George Bush, continue to escalate the
tensions in the Middle East, the more war inevitably looms. With that, it
is imperative that a diplomatic settlement become primary and the troops
of the United States begin to return to the home soil which they sorely miss.
Secretary of State James Baker early this week visited the First Cavalry
Division, which, incidentally, happens to be the group that will comprise
the front lines in battle. In his meeting with the troops, he was confronted
with complaints of warm drinking water, bland pre-cooked army food, and
down-right homesickness. The soldiers, whatever their disposition on the
conflict, are showing signs of displeasure. This is alarming, for unhappy
troops mean sticky trigger fingers.
It is now that the tensions must be dissipated; this can only succeed if
the machine of war is stopped, or even slowed, for the diplomats to do their
job. With that, American lives will be guaranteed protection, and our
soldiers will be given back their lives, liberty, and pursuit of happiness.
Remember, Carroll is well represented in Saudi Arabia with the service
of Lt Col. Nowak, and the soon-to-leave Fr. Powers. It is their lives,
representative of the United States Armed Forces, that we need returned.

(l}~p
.)

Pay now or pay a bigger price later
I

· Peter Balunek

Business ~.,.u,ua.,~~~t~

.·.-:··-:.

I don't
want to die in
the desert I
don't want
fledgling
families shat·
tered in the
by
Saudi sands,
Kevin Williams young fathers and students dead in the
desert. I don't want bloody dunes
to catch falling American bodies.
I don't want war. Unfortunately,
we have no choice.
China, Germany, and Russia
have aU supplied Iraq with weapons. They should also be prepared
to fight Hussein. China, however,
refuses to help, Russia has too
much internal strife to worry about
the gulf, and Germany is· forbidden by their Constitution to mili-

tarily help. The United, States is
the only world power strong
enough to fight Iraq. And we must
stop Hussein and his million man
battle hardened army before it gets
too powerful to contain.
Yes, we have ignored the tak·
ingoverofothercounlries by their
neighbors and that is $eemingly
inconsistent with democracy. But
this crisis is far more severe. Saddam Hussein in one brutal swipe
of Kuwait has taken over 20 percent of the world's oil and is in a
position to dominate or destroy
the world economy. No man
should be allowed to do that unchallenged. We should not be so
dependent on foreign oil, but we
are, and until we are not we have
to depend on the Saudi deserts.
I am a liberal democrat, but the

issue of Kuwait is not a partisan
one. The issue is the sovereignty
of another nation being violated
and the unbridled, unchallenged
actionsofthelraqi dictator. There
is also the aspect of the possibly
historically unparrelled brutality
being unleashed on the people of
KuwaiL Iraqi soldiers are mercilessly killing, raping, and plun~ering the people of this once rich
land. No nation, no creed,or culture should have to endure such
atrocities.
Saddam Hussein will one day
possess nuclear missiles that could
reach the U.S. His biological
weapons could one day maime the
world. We must be prepared to
pay now and fight to the death to
defenddemocracy,ordielaterwith
no chance of winning.
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Make room for progress
Forum article foils to consider whole issue
As events in the Cleveland City Council within the past
demonstrate, the question concerning cultural reparations to
for injustices incurred during slavery is a heated issue in the
community. In an article in the Nov. 1, 1990 issueofthe Carroll
Suuon Kinter addresses this topic by skillfully articulating the
ion: They [the black community] should be grateful they' re
cans, so what the hell's their problem?
Kinter is apparently naive enough to believe that democracy
always been kind to every segment of the American population
throughout history. It has not This is not a political science text;
is reality. It would appear that Kinter is also ignorant or afraid of the
fact that events in the past do have an impact on the here and now.
Black Americans do have a very unique and difficult .... u•u.ucu 1
history. This is reflected well today in the plight of urban ""'I.K""''JI -1
hoods and urban education, a situation which gives witness to
hardships facing many predominantly black communities.
Wishing that everyone was one color (maybe Kinter would
beige) and happy ignores the reality of the world around us. Opportunities are not equally distributed in this great democratic system. W
should in no way fault black Americans for recognizing this and
wanting to do something to change it.
The accusations Kinter makes that blacks who support reparaiLIOniSI
are grinding their axes, motivated by greed, and trying to instill
on white Americans is stereotypical and bordering on racism.
A problem does exist in the fabric of American society
deteriorates the faith in democracy which Kinter suggests I
blindly have. Although I personally do not feel reparations are
answer, I do believe that political leaders and white America need
work with black America in order to bring forth equality in opportunity and education for all Americans, especially in the urban en
ment
Paul Repasy '91

Respect needed for feminist Ideas
No less frightening for some individuals than the four-letter
obscenity is the other "F-word" - feminism.
Quite recently, someone had the audacity to remove a poster from
a club's designated bulletin board which was announcing the Young
Feminist Conference. Not too long ago, perhaps by the same culprit,
articles concerning women's issues posted by a faculty member for
student infonnation were stolen, again from a specially authorized
bulletin board.
Drawing from these incidents, one might conclude that a bit of
hostility is aroused when ideas of feminism or positions which correlate with feminist ideology are articulated. More specifically, it is my
perception that the words "feminist" and "feminism" are loaded tenns
which carry a very negative, man-hating connotation. As soon as
feminism is mentioned or signs of it are seen, some individuals are
extremely over-reactive.
It's true, some feminists are not very fond of the traits which select
individuals believe characterize men. However, not all women who
hate men are feminists, and not all feminists hate men.
This negative perception of feminism could very easily be debunked by reading or discussing some feminist ideas, or even more
simply by reading that definition which was provided on the poster
that was so rudely taken. The definition basically defined a feminist
as one who seeks to provide equal opportunities for all individuals. An
idea that can be considered hardly radical considering that it is
grounded in the very liberal traditions which define the American
political processes. I will not deny that there are very radical feminist
theories abroad, but not all feminists philosophy should be judged by
its most extreme fonn.
Last week, Mark Schreiner's forum article encouraged the university community to continue to and to more actively engage in dialogue
to express one's ideas and opinions. I agree with him that the
university setting is ideal for the exchanging of ideas; thus, intentionally stifling particular principles (i.e., feminist ideology) on this
campus ought not, and will not be tolerated.
Rosalina M. Fini '91
President, lll:A
Political Science Honorary Society

Carroll ID card rules student's
relationship with administration,
other campus services

by Mark S. Shearer
Did you ever read one of those
Sci-fi novels where everyone has
a number instead of a name?
Shockingly, this is becoming
reality at our university.
It seems that more and more
often we are
being identified
by our nurnbers
rather than by
our names.
In the past,
it seemed lbal

into dance places in the Flats,
register for classes, or get your
work study paycheck. Before you
know it you won't even be allowed to come onto campus without an ID. Imagine if this was so.
You'd be wallcing around the
quad and a security patrolman
would stop you and ask, "Hey
punk, where's yourlD! You can' t
exist without an ID."
Let's look at the infonnation
that's on your official John CarrolllD.
The name of the school lies in
the right hand side of the card,
complete with address.
Opposite the school logo is the
picture of you - probably not

for the library.
Now, the library can keep track
of where all of their books are.
It's really neat how the computer keeps track of the books.
The laser ray gun they zap the
books and your little ID barcode
sticker with is really neat
It'sprenyamazing how it takes
longer for the library assistants to
check your books out with the new
computer than it did with the old
fashioned system of just signing
our names.
It's shocking how we are identified by the library as a bar code,
the cafeteria as a magnetic strip,
and the registration office as a
social security number.
Isn't it
nice to know

. Sometimes we don't realize that
without the ID you can't: eat in the
that all of
this can be
cafeteria, take books out of the
done with
librar u the c
~'.
ti
yournandy'3
~,Wf~iiliBMPMF M- --x 2--.
nee p . ces a Z e ats, regt~ l!'T
inch
10
classes, or get your work study
card?
you know it you
Justdon't
Paycheck. Be~'ore
'.1 •
lose it.
won't be allowed to come onto
Please,
campus without an ID.
try hard not

only large universities distinguished themselves by referring to lheirstudents as numbers.
Now, John Carroll University
has been touched by this technological mass- processing virus.
Don' t get me wrong, 1 love
computers.
This very article is being processed on a Macintosh.
But, when the use of a computer forces us to lose personal
contact with another person, we
should begin to wonder if that
computer is more of a hindrance
than a convenience.
The ultimate symbol of this
numbing technological advance
is the John Carroll Student Identification Card.
The card is put through a plethora of trials.
It is run through scanners,
zapped by ray guns, and held as
ransom every time we take out a
book on reserve, ask for headsets
in the language lab, or use the
Recplex.
Sometimes we don't realize
that without the ID you can't eat
in the cafeteria, take books out of
the library, use the Recplex, get

even a very good likeness.
Beneath the logo is your name,
birth date, theall-importantsocial
security number, and the last bastion ofa man's personal creativity
- the signature.
Oh, don't forget that $14,000
validation sticker.
Looking to the back of the 10,
you notice the magnetic strip.
Electronically encapsulated in
tiny atoms ofiron is your meal entrance code.
The card is your pass to your
daily ration of Cap'n Crunch and
ice cream.
Without a byte on your card
you would never get a bite of
Marriott food.
Below the magnetic strip you
may have a sticker that you received from the generous Student
Union for the small feeof25 bucks.
This magic piece of paper and
adhesive allows you to buy dance
bids and lets you into movies
absolutely free. Wow.
Ifthere is any room left on your
ID, you have a brand new barcode

to lose track
of it, for if you do, it's $15!
Thinkofthepersonalhellyou'd
have to endure if you and your
card went separate ways.
You'd have to listen to the
complaints, grunts and whines of
the Marriott employees as they
punch in your number instead of
just swiping the card.
So now that you've lost your
card, you've got to get a new one.
But it's not as easy as it might
appear.
If you lose your card on a day
other than Monday or Thursday,
you're going to wait
John Carroll students can only
get a new ID on Mondays from 911 or Thursdays between 5-7.
You may as well not exist until
thefustMonday or Thursday after
you lose your card.
Thank you for taking this trip
through the wonderful world of
technological progress.
Given what we have seen I proposearevisionofDescarte'swords
- I am magnetized, therefore I
am.

WORLD VIEW
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Role of

uN1evolving <1:

Seen as new world peacemaker
by Glen Morset Staff Reporter E!!~~~'~
· ~
·--··»~
?.:,.'2·;$"'
Robin Ludwig,amemberofthe United Nations, reCently spoke
at John Carroll University to a group of students and faculty.
LUdwig, who has a d0ctora1e .in political science from the University of Michigan. is the chief of t.he peace studies unit, depart·
ment of political Md .security council affairs in the U.N.
During her talksbespoke on the future role ofthe U.N. in world
politics.
"fl will move from being a peace keeper U> a peace maker,"
Ludwig said.
Sbe ~plaioed that this involved going into an area of possible
strife and helping to stop a conllict before it stans.
Ludwig said a problem the U.N.hashadin thepastisthefactthat
it cannot enter a region without permission.
"We must wait for the country involved to ask us to come,"
Ludwig said.
She continued by saying thatonce the U.N. enters a region it has
no real power to enforce laws.
"One of the main partS of the U.N. is that the nation states involved remain autonomous;• she said.
She said this means the U.N. cannot force a member state to
follow it's ruling.
Ludwig said the U.N. will be sending questionnaires out to cities all over the world tO commemorate the anniversary of its
fonnation.
She said these questionnaires will ask what a dtiun feels the
cole of the U.N• .is.
.,..
Anyone wanting to get involved in this program should contaCt
the political sciencedepartmeotorcall Ludwig at her office in New
York. The number is (212)963-5429.
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Rochester scraps CIA research center
Fears unsavory link with governmental agency
by Jennifer Hyman
CCopy!\l;tlllCXIO. USA TOOAY/"We ~
lntotmahon Nel\ooo1c

ROCHESlER, N.Y. - The
University of Rochester has abandoned plans to establish a govern.
ment-funded think tank as a resource for federal inteUigenccgathering agencies.
The decision, announced
Monday by university President
Dennis O'Brien, follows weeks of
controversy on campus, during
which several departments vehemently spoke out against the projccL
The Intelligence Research
Center was to have been based in
Washington, D.C., where a staff
of 25 to 30 people with security
clearance would have handled
classified material and prepared
reports for the Central Intelligence
Agency, military intelligence, the
State Department's intelligence
arm, the National Security Council and the FBI.
O'Brien cited two reasons for
the decision to abandon the research center: senior government

members did not offer assurances
of support, and outsiders might
perceive university scholars to be
"tainted" by their school's association with intelligence agencies.
Because of the sensitive nar.ure
of the proposed center, O'Brien
said, "very senior-level support"
would have been crucial for its
approval.
"We needed someone very high
up to give this assurance and we
didn't get it," he said.
O'Brien said he personally
considered it"higbly implausible"
that scholars would be tainted by
any link with the research center.
"However, people felt quiLC
strongly that we wouldn't be able
to control perceptions, and this I
think was a compelling reason,"
he said. "There is nothing we could
do ifa foreign government blocke-d
our scholars because of an imagined link."
William Rilcer, the University
ofRochcstr.r politicalscientist who
first proposed that it consider establishing the cen ter, said
O'Brien's decision was the right
one.

MAKE YOUR
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"It turns out that there is a lot
of opposition inside the CIA to
the idea of a research center,"
Riker said. The center was intende-d 10 have oversight functions that would act as a brake on
the CIA, a situation that rankand-ftle members of the agency
opposed.
"It shows how foolish the
opposition here was," Riker said.
"People here thought the center
would work for the CIA whereas,
in fact, the proposal was one t6
improve the quality of the CIA."
The idea for the center, which
could ultimately have had an
opcrau ng budget ofS 10 mi Ilion a
year. came from a fonner student
of Riker's who works as an intelligence consultant in Washington and apparent! y had been aske-d
by senior intelligence officials to
approach the university.
Faculty of the university's
Frederick Douglass Institute for
African-American Studies, who
voiced the strongest opposition
to the center, welcomed the news
of its abandonmenL
"That's very good; I'm very
glad," said history Professor Joseph lnikori, associate director of
the institute. "The tssue for us
was exactly one of perceptionhow the world outside would
perceive the connection and make
it difficult or impossible for our
studentS to do reselm:h."
Inikori said the institute 'sconcern focused on Third World
countries, where American intelligenceagencies, in particular the
CIA, had "a dirty imAge, associated with assassinations, toppling
legitim ate governments, destabilizing countries."
Some facu lty and students
opposed the research center outright, on the grounds that the very
covert nature of intelligence operations would tarnish the university's image.
Others were concerned that
much of the research done at the
center would be base<l on classified material and might itSelf be
classified. They pointed out that
the aim of scholarly reselm:h is
the public pursuit of knowle-dge,
and that good research must stand
the test of public scrutiny.
Supporters argue-d that the research center would enable the
university to be of service to the
country, as well as give it access
to important government agencies and officials.

(JeMiferHyman wrilesforthe
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle.)
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Women and children main victims
of domestic violence, says Neylon
by Chris Moore
Domestic violence is a problem usually associated with
women as the victims in cases as
harsh as assault or rape to as lighter
instances of subtle psychological
rampancy, according to Nan~y
Neylon, executive officer of the
Templum House for Battered
Women, who spoke on Tuesday
night in the Jardine Room.
Neylon, who holds a masters
degree in sociology from Cleveland State University, focused on
the effects and problems of domestic violence.
Domestic violence usually

beings with a psychological hindrance, which is followed by gradual and irregular occurrences of
physical violence, she said.
"The most asked questton
among the acquaintances of a
bauered woman is, 'Why doesn't
she just get out [of the relationship)?"' said Neylon.
Though, Neylon noted that
geuing out ofsuch a negative relationship is not as easy as it seems.
She cited that in most cases, if a
woman takes action, the beater, a
male in 90 percent of the cases,
apologizesandactsnormallyfora
period of time, and then the cycle
continues.

..you want to believe that things
are going to change, but they don't.
The perpettator is the only one
that can change things and he must
change himself," she said.
Children can also be the victimsof domestic violence, according to Neylon. She stated that the
witr.essingofthese violent, oreven
non-violent, acts can be extremely
damaging to the children's psyche and could hinder the development of the personality. Also, she
said that many cases prove that if
a wife is battered, then so the children are as well.
The lecture was sponsored by
Lambda Gamma Sigma.
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New chair to honor Miller
continued from page 1
The University has begun a
national search for a classics
scholar to occupy the new chair.
"We are looking for someone
with established credentials in
teaching and research in Latin
and Greek and in the related historical aspects of classical antiquity," said Lavelle.

Members of The Carroll News
joined over 1,800collegejournalistsand their advisors as they travelled to Washington, D.C., to attend the Associated Collegiate
Press I College Media Advisers
National Convention this past
weekend.
In addition to feature speakers
such as Cathl~n Black, publisher

of USA Today, Alfred C. Sikes,
chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, George
Michael, host of the syndicated
sports TV show, "The George
Michael Sports Machine," and
Colman McCarthy, nationally
syndicated opinion columnist for
the Washington Post, staff members attended conference sessions
on topics including censorship,
editorial and news writing, layout

graduate major in classical languages, and a Master of Fine
Arts degree in classical languages.
Miller was ordained a priest
in 1957 and earned degrees from
Loyola University in Chicagoand
from Fordham University.

THE STUDENT UNION
MOVIE SERIESPresents

CN staff attends journalism convention
by Elmer Abbo

Carroll offers a Bachelor of
Arts in Classics degree, an under-

It'• 0 Rim of_.._. ttyle.

and design, and copy editing.
"This is one of the few opportunities students on The Carroll
News staff have to take advantage
of professional development and
peer support," said Fr. Carl
Zablotny, adviser of the newspaper. "Since the editorial staff is
not compensated monetarily, this
allows them some reward for their
hard-working efforts they put in
each week."
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1HE RNE ART OF FORM\LWEAR

TUXBDD dUJICTIOD

JCU STUDENT UNION CHRISTMAS FORMAL
• Formalwear provided by Tuxedo Junction
• Representatives on ~am pus for fitting on Tuesday,
Wednedsay & Thursday, Novemberr 13th, 14th, and 15th
• Complete tuxedo with shoes $25.00
• Designer tuxedos with shoes $35:00
• For more details call 461-4515
MAPLE HEICHTS
SCMithtatt USA

M.A YFlELD HEICHTS
Gokkn Cate Piau

663·6611

461-4515

MIDDLEBURC HEICHTS
Southland Shopplfll Ccnttr
1844703

PARMA
Pannatown Piau
843·1144

MEI'ITOR
Erie CommOftt

CLEVELAND HEICHTS
Stvtrance Center

WILlOWICK
Shoreaate Shopplna
Center

ROCKY RIVER
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Carroll recognizes the problem of eating disorders
by Lauro Carton
J~Ulions of people an; unknowingly si~g into
ttre;tiap$ ofover or ~eating.
'The following Qnik Test is dcsiglled to help you
=·

~ yourpetSOOAI relationship 10 food

andderermine.if3M how )'OUl'relationsbip witb food maybe
haffiiruuy affecting you.

l.fyoo agree with ast3tcrnentplace an "X"'~tto
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.

0 2. l wisb 1 didn't eatJike r do.
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0

0
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4 J getdowo on m~ffor~ting tbe wayl do.
1 bA\'e trouble makingdeci$1M.$.
baV1UeJICaU~ · ·· to control .

he ate a couple of packets of
crackers, drank many glasses of water, and exeroised at
least fivehoursaday,every day. In
ninth grade this regimen started a
heUish five years ofbinging, starVing, and exercising for a current
John Carroll junior, who requested
anonymity in the telling of her story.
Eventually, she moved from
anorexia 10 bulimia. By her sopha.
more year in high school, she and a
friend would eat
a bag of Doritos,
a batch of unbaked brownies, a
batch of baked
brownies and a
couple of subs.
Then they would
throw it up. "It
was a natural
high," she said
upon reminiscing.
Most professionals no longer
attribute the problem of eating disorders to one
cause. It is called
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019.
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Socio" disorder,
meaning people
have b10logical
and psychological
problems that make them susceptible 10 this disease. There are also
societal influences.
Karen Palmer, a clinical nutritionist with St. Vincent Charity
Hospital and Psychiatric Services
of Cleveland, claims the media
culture of the 80s and 90s promotes
healthy attitudes about eating.
"However, it is taken to such extremes," Palmer said.
"If you are standing in line at a
grocery store,look at the magazine
covers," Palmer suggests.
Woman's Day and Family Ci(cle
often have wonderful desserts on
the cover, but also display a caption
on how to lose 10 pounds in two
weeks. "This creates a lot of confusion and mixed messages,"
Palmer observed.
Palmer also· said, "Marilyn
Monroe would not be cast in the
same roles today because she wouJd
be too heavy." In the middle 60s
female sex symbols started to have
incredibly thin bodies, said Palmer,
citing the 60s supennodel Twiggy
as an example.
This thin, "ideal" body was coveted by the junior Carroll student
"I wanted to be really, really
skinny," she said. People with
Anorexia Nervosa or Bulimia Nervosaare obsessed with their weight.

For the anorexic, thinness is auained
through self-starVation. The buhm ic,
however, controls her weight by
purging through the use of laxatives,
vomiting, diet piUs, and diuretics.
Debbie is a Baldwin-Wallace
graduate, who has been struggling
with this problem since her college
years. Though she is getting professional help for "bulimia with anorexic tendencies," as she prefers to
call her disorder, Debbie still
struggles with her perception of the
perfect body. "I still would like to be
super skinny," she admits. "I weigh

Mary Beth Javorek, restdent hall
director of Gnu and past restdent director of Murphy, sees the problem
asoneofthe most significant on campus. "When I was an undergraduate
student and and RA in 1983, I had to
deal with eating disorders on my
floor," Javorek. says. "As head RA it
is a real problem."

would come in to be weighed. "She
would go into the 'john' and we
thought that she might be filling herselfup with waterto be heavier." By
the Lime this student graduated she
weighed 104pounds. McHale warned
that the success rate is very slim.
Last year JCU had its own free
support group for students with eating disorders and their friends.
any young women feel betMeetings were held every Wednester when they are hungry or
day at 3 p.m. John Carroll paid for
Palmer, from the Psychiatric Servafter they have purged because it gives them a sense of control
ices of Cleveland, whjch is affiliated
with St. Vincent, to offer counseling.
and a way to handle problems.
"It
was
The program failed.
Javorek, who helped start the prohow I dealt
gram, attributes the lack of attenwith pressure," claims
dance to fear. "People were afraid
that other people would see them,"
Debbie. In
fact, when
she said. "The cost was very high.
Debbie realKaren Palmer is great ·- wonderful.
ized that the
But we need students who will come
and participate."
eating disor"I think it went well," Palmer said.
derwas much
"At OSU the support group draws
worse, she
around 300. Titis is a small campus,
started drinkand people worry aboutanonymity."
ing. Then alcohol and buAfter friends and housing offilimia became
cials became concerned about the
her coping
bstacles can arise in treat- current junior's problem, she went to
ment because often the stu- a counselor. "I tal.lc:ed to the school,
mechanisms.
dent's family is in denial.
but I made it sound like it wasn't a
"When one
nts still deny that I have big deal, " she said. "After a while 1
would get better, the other a problem;· said Debbie, who has started ditching my appointments."
Last year she had a paper due that
would get undergone therapy for her eating
worse," she disorder and hospitalization for alco- was al.ready two weeks late, and she
couldn ' t handle the stress anymore.
added. For the holism.
The cost of treaunem rs also a She overdosed on aspirin, was taken
myself daily, but I know that I current junior at John Carroll, throwing up also became a way of dealing prohibitive factor since many insur- to the hospital, and was administered
shouldn't"
Before Debbie sought help, "I had with stress. One day she coughed up ance policies do not cover therapy for syrup of ipecac. Afterwards she
a very low self-esteem," she remem- blood and "freaked out." Promising eaungdisorders. However, help does confessed, "I was pissed that I survived." Up until this Lime her parents
bers. She wouJd eat very little during herself she wouldn't purge anymore, not need to cost anything.
St. Vincent Charity Hospital in did not know about the problem.
the week, a small breakfast and a she went to class. In that class "I got
salad for dinner. "Then I would binge a D on my test; the ftrst thing I did Cleveland gives free support groups Eventually, with thehelpofherboywas throw up."
for persons with eating disorders and
all weekend."
University representatives from for their friends and family, on the
Debbie was aware of being hungry during the week, but"the hunger Residence Life often get involved second and fourth Tuesday of each
made me feel better." She remem- with students suffering anorexia or month from 7:30 to 9 p.m. The for John Carroll students with eating
bered it was a "high," and "some- bulimia Donna Byrnes, direc10r of support group coordinator can be disorders have been proposed. One
residence life, said she is usually in- contacted at 363-2570 for more in- plan has been suggested by a current
thing that I could control."
Debbie said she fits the "perfect formed of cases by an RA, who had formation. JCU will provide the Carroll student, recovering from
liule girl"imageoften associated with been contacted by a friend or room- transponation. Residence Life or buJimia, who wants 10 start a S~'pport
anorexics and bulimics. Debbie paid mate. She outlined three steps JCU Mary Beth Javorek can be contacted group run by students for students.
her way through Baldwin-Wallace, housing officials take when dealing at3974401 for details.
Mary Beth Javorek, resident hall
Mary Carney, R.N., of John Carworked a full-Lime job and strove for with a suspected anorexic or bulimic.
'uu""""' of Gnu, said that this idea
"First weconfron t the person with roll's dispensary, used to drive three
very good grades.
"good initiative from the stu·
This drive for good grades and specifics,"Byrnessaid. "TheRAob- students to St. Vincent Charity Hosmaking "themselves responperfection are common to young serves the person's behavior on her pital's free support group. "The girls
and giving ownership" to the
women susceptible to eating disor- own. Then the resident hall director got better,"Camey said. "They didn't
ders. In fact, Nancy Taylor, a psy- tries to get the RA to make sure that want their parents to know, and of
Howevl'r, both Donna Byrnes,
chologist for CarroU students, said it is a behavior that she herself has course they couldn't pay for private direc10r of residence life, and Javorek.
this university may have a higher observed. Or they go over informa- therapy,"
expressed concern overpossibledanCarney and Rose McHale, also an gers of the program. Javorek wonpercentage of anorexic and bulimic tion with students, who are close to
R.N. atCarroU'sdispensary ,remem- dered if the student facilitating the
students than other schools. She is the situation, such as a roommate."
The resident hall director indi- bered a student who had anorexia group is recovered enough, or if the
not alone.
A nutritionist atPsychiatricServ- vidually meets with the person. How- and had to be weighed in by doctor's group would be productive. "On the
icesofCleveland.KarenPalmer, said, ever, "if there are people living with orders. She was 67 pounds and was other hand," Javorek said, "nobody
"In high school they were at the top them, who are emotionally invested, 5 feet 7 inches tall.
can support someone like someone
"She said she was unwonhy 10
of their class. Since John Carron is a it is good 10 have them there for more
has been through it"
eat," recalled McHale. In fact, this
more competitive school, it is not as of an impact," said Byrnes.
The junior Carroll student run"If we get iniO a confrontation of Carroll student thought she was fat.
easy to be at the lOp." This added
the program said, "My own
magnitude, then we try 10 have a
Carney remembers when she ,..,..,,~,_h;;,,..
stress can help fuel the disorder.
thinks that I am

M

school counselor to mediate, " adds
Byrnes.
Bymes claims that"the ideal situation tS when the person admits to
having a problem." At this point the
"vehicle" or plan for getting help, is
already "in play for a course of
action." Ifthepersondenieswhatthe
group believes, then a Residence Life
official orders an evaluation from a
source outside Carroll, since no one
speciali2es in eating disorders here.
A major problem with forced
evalwtions is the cost for the student.
"It looks like the university needs to
pay for this," Byrnes said.
Doctors recommend that the student ~e a counselor weekly or
monthly. At this stage, a behavioral
contract is introduced. Then, "the
financial burden is definitely on
them," Byrnes said.
Each behavioral contract is specifically designed for the individual
case. In cne instance a student was required 10 weigh in weekly. Byrnes
doesn'tlike to enact the behavioral
contract,butliving on campus is not
the sameas an apartment setting.

O

friend, she told the truth to her parents and to a new psychologtst
"I just wanted to get away for
three months," she said. "I dido 't
really want 10 die -- I want to get
married and have kids."
Her psychologtst told her, ''You
won't get away with any shtt"
"He understood me." For the first
Lime in years, she was able 10 cry.
"I needed so much that I started to
cry. The more I cried the less I threw
up,"shesaid. Shewasstartingtodcal
with problems and stress in a healthy
manner, by crying rather than by getting sick all of the Lime. She has been
seeingapsychologistforeight months
and hasn't gotten sick.
"I learned three things.'' she said.
"One is to cry, the next is to depend
on myself, and the third is to stop
caring about what everyone else
thin.lc:s."
The junior hopes never to fall
back into the same pauern of purging
and excessive exercising again. "In
one sense it would be easy to fall
bac.lc: into, but when I look back I see
how much I threw away. You lose
everything. People can only do so
much and then it's up 10 you,'' she
said.
She looks back on the effect this
had on her 1nen •. " veryone 1
watching you kill yourself and they
can't do anything. I never reali1..ed
how they felt."
Since Debbie's hospitalization a
year ago for alcoholism, she hasn't
taken a drink. Yet "the eating disorder is a lot harder to deal with for me,"
Debbie said. "Eating is so much
harder because it is such a soctal
thing, and you have to eat"

This is a big step, but a good step.'"
The Carroll student also stressed
thatthegroupwill simply be students
who need each other to help themselves. "There will be no administration and no doctors at all,'' she said.
The first weekly meeting will be
held Monday, Nov. 12 ar7 p.m. Interested students can call University
Counselingat397-4341 fortheexact
location of the meeting.
"The bottom }jne is that whatever
the students want, we will do," said
Javorek. "We don't wantto shut any
options off."
The second possibility is to bring
back the traditional, structured supportgroupled by a trained facilitaiOr.
Palmer is willing to come back 10
Carroll and faciliwe such a group.
..Ideally we will have two groups,''
said Javorek. "We are wining 10 try
anything. Nowwearestabbinginthe
dark to figure out what will work.
We need

Why are the Browns losing so
much this season?

"Browns? Who are
they? I'm from
Pittsburgh."
Jennifer Scherer
Freshman

''The stadium
was replaced
and beer ppces are
too high."
Steve Fink
Junior

"They're just a really
bad team!"
Junior

"It's Satan."
Ejehan Turker
Sophomore

"They haven't been
itting enough home
runs."
Orest Holubec
Freshman

"Art's gotta got"

Chris Bender
Junior

CAMPUS LIFE
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Project Gold gleams in community service
by Mikelhomas, Staff Reporter
While wallcing around the John Carroll campus, one
can't help but notice the multitude of flyers for Project
Gold. Wishing lO learn more about this city-wide service
project, I contacted Joe Cimperrnan, its chief organizer,
and set up the following interview.
Thomas: What is Project Gold?
CimpefmQn: Project Gold is a Student Union-based
endeavor in which all organizations that are chartered for
community service will have access 10 service. We're
doing this through a variety of ways: whether it's Lambda
Gamma Sigma with Templum House, which is a home for
baueredwomen,orwhetherit'llbetheKnightsofColumbus
painting a soup kitchen. Project Gold is based on the fact
that organizations like these have it in their charters to do
service,andtheSU isnowprovidingthemtheopportunity.
It is also a chance for individuals who have an interest in
community service, but are not pan of a chartered
organization, 10 become involved.
Thomas:

What is the ongm of the name "Project

Gold?"
Cimpermt~n: ProjectGoldreallycameupinApril when
I was elected chiefjustice. I knew there was something like
this that I want.ed 10 do. And talking about it with Dave
Averill, the SU president, we weren't sure how real we
could make this. The concept was conceived before the
name was. At flfSt, it was 10 be named after the school
color, gold, which implied purity, etc. But over the
summer, talking with Mike Gallagher in the development
office, Project Gold gained a new facet, a new shadow if

you will. There's a biblical quote which says, "Like gold
in the fire, they were tested" from Wisdom, chapter two,
verses two through four. Project Gold now has that as its
theme. Like gold in the fire, we are being tested.
Thomas: How do you plan 10 carry out this large scale
service project?
Cimperman: Basically, there are four phases to Project
Gold. Phase one w111 include all of the groups that are
chartered for community service; phase two will be all
other students who would like 10 become involved, but
aren't obligated to do so by a charter; phase three will be
trips like the one we're going on to Washington, D.C.
which is entitled "A Different Kind of Christmas" where
students can travel outside the Oeveland area to experience
service; and phase four deals with the future of Project
Gold and how we can truly make this a school-wide
involvement. We plan to carry out these four phases
through the S U, and through organizations such as Malachi
House, Templum House, St. Herman's House of
Hospitality, and other service projects that come our way.
Thomas: What locale does this project encompass?
Cimptrman: Right now, it's encompassing the
Cleveland area We're trying to work with the near west
side just because of the plethora of organizations that
subside there. Over 64 social service agencies are located
within a flve square-mile area, which makes it one of the
most socially active areas in the United States. Honestly,
we'd like to see the area extended to wherever Carroll
students go. Project Gold is something which we hope will
not only happen here, but will instill future development as
people move on.

Thomas: What do you hope that those who give their
time will gain from this experience?
Cimperman: We hope that they gain two things: one
is awareness, and the other is a sense of action. An
awareness that there are poor people ten minutes away
from Carroll who need our help, and that we are people who
are more than capable of giving help. We are the chosen.
We are students who have been selected from all over, and
we make up the Carroll community. It's not only our
ability to do so, but in a sense, we are obligated to help those
around us. From those to whom much is given, much is to
be expected.
Thomas: What are your hopes and plans for the future
of Project Gold?
Cimperman: We do hope that it will continue at Carroll
so that students to come will be able to experience it. We
also hope that this sense of action will carry on as people
graduate. Perhaps if individuals have some experience
working in a soup kitchen like St. Herman's, qr with a
bauered women's shelter like Templum House, they'll be
more inclined to do so on a weekly or even monthly basis
after they leave Carroll. There's a quote by Mitch Snyder
that fits quite appropriately: "It's better 10 touch one person
deeply than to interest ten thousand. In the old days,
Christians used 10 recogmze each other by drawing fish in
the sand with their feet Today, Christians recognize each
other by their actions."

Editor's Mte: Mitch Snydu,who recently died,was a
homeless activist based in Washington, D.C. Cimperman
worked with Snyder this past summer at a homeless shelter
over which Snyder assumed directorship in 1974.

As seen on NBC's Showtime at the Apollo
'

8:00PM
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Japanese eyes look at Cleveland
six ways at Grasselli exhibit
By Chris Reed
Entertainment Staff
Does every John Carroll student
and staff member think they know
Cleveland? Well, think again, becausetheMitzie Verne Gallery in the
Grasselli Library currently has an
eJthibit that could changeoutlookson
Cleveland.
The elthibit, entitled Si.x Views Of
Cleveland, by Keiji Shinohara and
his wife, Sachilco Furui, will appear
as part of the Mitzie Verne Collection ofJapanese Art through Dec. 29.
This is the groundbreaking event
oftheJapanStudyGroupoftheCleveland Council on World Affairs and
consists of several woodblock prints
of different Cleveland area scenes.
They include scenes of Liule Italy,

Fagan's in the Flats, and the Terminal Tower.
These Si.x Views have some common themes. For starters, there is the
obviousCievelandconnection. Also,
some of the depicted places have
been rejuvenated recently, such as
Tower City, the Flats, and the Playhouse. They paint an optimistic
portrait of the city and almost all
present recognizable Cleveland locations.
The artwork works through its
suggestiveness, instead of bluntly
forcing itself on the viewer. The
colors used in Si.x Views arc reminiscent of those that might be found in
southwest American Indian artwork.
Shinohara and his wife were born
in Japan, but now live near Boston.
He commented at the openmg of the

eJthibit that he loved all of the Cleveland prints, but the Little Italy print
wa~ his favorite.
He has visited all of the Cleveland
scenes he depicts, eJtcept his Metropark print. He said he wanted his
art to be creative and "not just a
photo." Shinoharadoes this by creating an atmosphere that enhances the
prints.
Now Shinohara and his wife focus
on woodblock printing. Their work
is a joint effort; Furui sketches scenes
and suggest colors to be used and
Shinohara carves the woodblocks.
Two other series by Shinohara
and Furui, Eight Views of New
England, and The Taichi Series,
wh1ch shows a nine month development of Taichi,their son, will also be
displayed m the collection.

Sibling Rivalry proves too subdued to be funny
By Melodie Smith
Entertainment Staff

Sibling Rivalry isanew film
starring Cheers' Kirstie Alley
that is a slightly entertaining,
lightweight film that unfortunately falls well short of its
potcntial.
Alley plays Marjorie Turner,
a bored and lonely housewife
who seemingly has itall,eltcept
for an attentive husband and the
writing career she has always
wanted. She must also contend
with her self-absorbed in-laws,
a family full of medical degrees,
but apparently lacking in any
bedside manner.
The elderTurners, along with
their mutually annoying daughter (played by Carrie Fisher).
are enough to make Ghandi lose
his cool. But, Marjorie somehow just smiles and takes it
In a hilarious subplot, a bumbling window-blind salesman
(Bill Pullman) also gets involved
in a stranger's death, not only
because he thinks he killed the
man, but also because he just
happens to be the brother of the

cop assigned to investigate the

case.
Sibling Rivalry's outrageous
plot and great comedtc performances have the potential to create
a very funny film. There are, in
fact, a few hilarious moments,

especially the scene in which the
mutally-gullt-ridden Alley and
Pullman come up with various
ways to make the stranger's death
look like a suicide.
Overall, however, the movie
ends without fully satisfying the

audience's appetite for laughs.
The film is too subdued, too
toned down, as if its director and
stars were afnud to let things get
out of control.
With its super-sappy ending, the film seems more like a

TV movie than a full-fledged thealrical release.
Too outrageous to be a drama
and too timid to be a farce, Sibling
Rivalry has to settle for bemg just
another harmless, but uneven
comedy.
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Chirayath internationalizes Carroll
b y Katie Thomas

Dr. VergheseJ. Chirayath was
appointed the flrst Director oflntemational Relations of John Carroll University in May of 1990.
Dr. Chirayath has been a
member of Carroll's sociology
department for over twenty years.
Chirayath, a native of India,
came to the United Stales when he
was 21 years old, and then came
to Carroll as a teaching assistant.
He obtained his Wldergraduate degree in organizational behavior
from the University ofScranton in
Pennsylvania and his masters from
the University of Illinios.
"I felt that if I wanted to embarlc on teaching as a career, I
would have to spend time doing
the whole thing," Chirayath explained. So Carroll held his position for him for two years while he
went to Cornell to get his Ph.D.
Chirayath chose to come to
Carroll because of his experience
of being educated at a Jesuit high
school, as well as a Jesuit university. "My familiarity with Jesuit

education gave me the confidence
that I would like what I found,"
Chirayath said.
As the Director of International
Relations, Chirayath has been
extremely busy. He is responsible
for the international studies concentration, which he descibes as
being "designed to give students
an overview of the interdependencies ofall nations that we Jive in
today."
Chirayath is pleased that an increasing number of students are
becoming interested in such a program. He is in charge of the exchange program that Carroll has
with two major universities in
Japan. He is also striving to facilitate more exchanges with-faculty
and students for study abroad.
Right now Chirayath 's highest
priority is to instigate a program in
order to improve the university's
international course offerings in
an attempt tO internationalize the
entire curriculum. With the help
of faculty members, he has divided those who are interested into
six different international areas:
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Dr. Verghese Cbirayatb
United Staes and Canada. Since
1988, he has made several trips to
the Middle-East, and various other
places such as Suadi Arabia, Jordan, and Israel.
Traveling is very important to
Chirayath, who speaks several languages fluently. One of his favorite statements by Mark Twain
sums up his feelings about the
vital importance of travel. "Fatal
to prejudice, bigotry, and narrowmindedness, travel is the enemy
of all foes to real understanding.''
He stressed the need for a
greater "cultural sensitivity"
throughout the world.
HereatCarroll,Chirayathruns
a radio program on Indian Classical Music. He also sets up and
coordinates many guest speakers
and international related events
for the campus.
With the help of the sociology
department, he will present the Fr.

ATTENTION JEOPARDY FANS!

Th~ Prlnc~ton R~view
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Europe,Hispanic, East-asian,
Middle-East, Africa, and the
Soviet Union.
Even with all his new responsibilities, Chirayath still dearly loves
teaching. He finds a great many
advantages in being a teacher. "As
a teacher, I am immersed in the
world of ideas," Chirayath said.
"I find that intrinsically invigorating.
"Reality and all that we are surrounded by can best be explained
theoretically, through the world
of ideas. These ideas can be as
vastandascomplex as freedom of
capitalism, or as culturally diverse
as America itself," he said.
Because he considers all people
to be "world citizens," Chirayath
believes that each person must
become active in his or her individual community as a stepping
stone to involvement in society on
a larger scale.
Outside of his work at Carroll,
Chirayath just recently had an
article that he co-authored published in the Michigan Sociological Review. He also submitted a
controversial article to The Plain
Dealer entitled, "Saddam 's Shove
and the Stalemate in Palestine."
Chirayath is also a very sought
after ue t lecturei' because of his
depth of knowledge and familiarity with the Middle-East, primarily Saudi Arabia.
This past year he was awarded
a Fellowship with the city ofCleveland by George Voinovich . Here,
he worked on a city planning commission study in Cleveland and in
15 other cities throughout the

TH IS AD IS WORTH $10
TOWARD
ANY ROUND 1-RIP A IRLINE
RESER\/ATION

Alex Trebec, the inimitable host of America's favorite TV game
show is coming to BOOKSELLERS ATTHEPA VILLION MALL
to celebrate the publication of TilE JEOPARDY! BOOK on
Friday, Nov. 9. Mr. Trebek will be on hand from 6-8PM to sign
copies of his book and chat with fans about the answers, the
questions, the facts and the stories begind the greatest game show
on earth. Don't miss this chance to meet the man whose voice you
would know anywhere at BOOKSELLERS AT PAVILLION
MALL, 24031 Chagrin Blvd. in Beachwood. Call216-831-5035
for information.

·photo by MuccUu. Nealy

Segundo Montes, S.J., Memorial
Lecture on Nov. 16 here at Carroll.
Chirayath, who resides in University Heights with his wife and
two teenage sons, enjoys fishing
with his sons, as well as swimming and walking each morning.
One of his main goals is to increase the study abroad program
for students as well as faculty.
Ideally he would like to make
studying abroad a requirement for
graduation, but he realizes that
that is very unrealistic for the near
future.
He plans to remain here at
Carroll for quite a long time. He
remarks that he has seen "phenomenal improvements" in the
twenty years since he has been
here.
"What we have to offer here at
JCU is special and people are
aware of the quality ofour institution," said Chirayath.
He is firmly dedicated to what
a university stands for. He finds
his feelings are most accurately
reflected in this quote by Alfred
North Whitehead: "The justification for the university is that it
preserves the community between
knowledge and zest for life by
uniting the young and the old in
the imaginative consideration of
learning."
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·The Boys· reflect on four years on the gridiron
of the football team have grown
rapidly.
As the remaining members of
headcoachTonyDeCarlo'soriginal class of freshmen, we have
learned to conquec adversity, injuries, and frustration in order to
find honor, confidence, and wisdom.
We have grown close
by Kevin Krueger
through our endeavors on the
football field,justas we will surely
To be among the founders of a form new friendships in our future
proud tradition in eithec scholarly pursuits.
or athletic pursuits seems a legitiBut we will never forget what,
mate basis for great pride.
together, we were able to be a part
Taking this into consideration, of.
I now dare to attempt a very perKeith Farber, free safety: "It's
sonal approach to this week's very difficult for me to sum up the
column.
last four years in a few sentences.
For four years now, eight young Butlwouldliketothankmyteammen have matured through the mates and coaches for the &J:eat
highs and lows of re-establishing memories. We came here with
the John Carroll football program winning attitudes and reshaped the
as a known force to be reckoned program here to one of commitwith. Under the leadership of a ment and dominance."
proud and dedicated coaching
John Meinke, tailback: "I think
staff, with blessings from God, more than anything I've learned a
and with the support of enthusias- lot from my four years here at
tic family, students, and faculty, John Carroll. I'veseen what coach
the collectivetalents and successes DeCarlo has done for the pro-

gram- it's been phenomenal.
John Carroll football has made me
a better man. I couldn't ask for
anything more."
RickNowak,tightend: "Coach
DeCarlo has said that, although
we were his first recruiting class
and special to him, sometimes we
are hard to figure because we're a
quiet group.
"It's true we don't have a seniorclass that will scream or yell to
get fired up. We just go out on the
field everyday, though, and letour
hiuing and actions do the talking
for us."
Brent McMenemy, offensive
tackle: "I've been glad just to be
a part of the team, and I'd like to
thank the coaches, fans, and other
players for making my four years
here enjoyable. Mostofalll would
like to thank God, without whom
nothing is possible."
Mike Corte, offensive tackle:
"It's a great feeling knowing that
we, the seniors-and Coach
DeCarlo's first recruiting classhave played an important role in
returning the winning tradition to

the JCU football program."
RayLowe,fullback: "It'shard
tobelievelhatfouryearscangoby
so fasL The funny thing is that I
came in With 57 other freshmen
and now there are only eight of us
left. Good luck Kruegs,Meinster,
Wacker, Franco, Farbs, B, and
Big Daddy. And remembernothing good comes easy!"
Frank Fulco, fullback: "Football isjustagame. But the lessons
to be learned are those of life.

With each season, each of us grew
a little bit more humble, and a
liuJe bit more wise.
"We have experienced many
great victories at Carroll. but none
as greatas those yet to be achteved.
To coach DeCarlo, a man with the
gift to think big,and to all of those
who have supported and believed
in our program-many thanks."
OnwardJohnCarroll. Onward
to victory! We'll be with you in
spirit always.

3rd ANNUAL
IID &ff\1CCIE Jfjll&ill&TIIKI@ Jf\1
MARCH 22 &23
Benefiting Rainbow Babies &
Childrens Hospital

Editor's no~: Dtu to spac• considualions, the weekly comic strips "John & Carol", "Feeble Mind",
"Televlsm", and "Off-Line" wUIIUJt appear. Tht comics will return next wttk.
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Professional Typist:
Graphs,

.... w ted· Dial Am rica
. • Resumes, Term Papers. and
H...p an ·
. e . • natiOn s Spreadsheets. Reasonable prices.
largest ~lemarl«tbng fwm needs Sandy Barnes. 221-4637.
communtcators to wol't( 9am • 1pm. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - t
12pm·4pm.5:30pm-9:30pm,6pm HELP WANTED: babysitting for 2
• 10pm, or 9pm • 12am. Flexible children late afternoons and
scheduNng. For Interview call 333· weekend~. close to JCU, and salary
3367.
negotiable. Call932-9350.
Fast FWKfralslng Program $1000
lnJustoneweek. Ear_nupto$lOOO
foryourcampusorgan~zat~n. Plus a
chance at~ morel This program
works! No Investment needed. Call
1-800-932.0528 ext 50.

PART • TIME JOB. Babysitting a
pleasant 11-year old; and/light
house'M)I't(. One block from campus,
3-5days perweef(, 3-5p.m. Attractive
ages. Call 381-4087 after 6p.m.

._... T
.
.d football
Wan.....: op pnoes pal
•
baseball. cards and sports
memorabilia. can Ell at 921·2378
days or 371-8040 evenings.

Ohio Furniture.

SPRING BREAK 1991 -lncfMdual or
student organization ~ to
promote Spong Bleak trip. Eam
money, free tnps and valuable work
experience. CALL NOWII Inter·
C&mpusPrograms: 1-800-327~13.
.
Free Spnng Brea~ Trips10 s~nt or
student organizatiOns promoting our
Spring Break Pacf<age. Good paid
fun. Call CMil-800-423-5264.

Parf time position l6·24 hours per
Compensa~n: Room&Board.
Job: Uleskillscounselinglnresidental
treatment center for teens with
emotional problems. Junior& Seniors
nly. Psychologyorsoclalworkmajors
preferred. Contact Tony Martin 9322800 ext. 222

33599 Curtis Blvd.

Easdake.
Part. times~ help. Ask for Mike
946 -8784. Eastlake store.
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Streaks grind out victory over Ohio Northern
bynm Horan
Stoff Reporter
The Blue Streaks took to the ground last Saturday, as
they ran past Ohio Northern 29-21 for their fourth straight
win.
Sophomore tailback Willie Beers led the ground assault
as he carried the ball35 times for 231 yards and one touchdown. Senior fullback Ray Lowe had two touchdowns and
quarterback Larry Wanke got the other to round out the
Streaks' scoring. The victory improved the Streaks' record
to 7-2 and 7-1 in the Ohio Athletic Conference.
With his perfonnance Saturday, Beers moved into first

place in the Ohio Athletic Conference rushing department
with 826 yards and 4.9-yard per carry average.
Beers also needs only 174 yards to put him over the
prestigious 1,000-yard mark for a single season and he is
optimistic about his chances.
" If the line blocks like last week we'll (Beers and the
line) get it for sure,"Beerssaid. "But if not. I still have two
more years to get it."
JCU's regular season ends this weekend and a playoff
berth is not very likely. But, as head coach Tony DeCarlo
explained, the team still has a slim shot at postseason play.
"We still have an outside shot (at the playoffs)," De-

/

Hockey club defends title
As the 1990-91 hockey season
gets underway, John Carroll's
hockey club has the difficult task
ofdefending last year's Midwestem Collegiate Hockey League
championship.
The club plays a variety of regional opponents including varsity,junior varsity,and fellow club
teams. Carroll faces Denison this
Friday at9:30 and again Saturday
at 10:30 on their home ice,
Thornton Park rink on Warrensville Center Road near Van

that included wins against squads
from Bowling Green and Kent
State, Carroll split their opening
two regular season games against
Toledo. JCU fell 6-31astFriday,
and bounced back for a 5-3 win
Saturday. Senior defenseman
Jerry Bourke tallied the go-ahead
score for Carroll. Mike O'Connor, Pat Downing, Charley Fitzimmons and Brian Pappas are the
main returners offensively.
The victory over Toledo featured a save on a rare penalty shot
by Carroll's winning goalie, David
Evans.

Carlo said. "We'll just have to win this last game and see
what happens.
"An 8-2 season record is nothing to be ashamed of,
especially considering one of our losses was to the defending national champions."
When the Blue Streaks play host to the Muskingum
Muskies this Saturday at Wasmer Field at 1:30 p.m., the
team's seniors will be honored at halftime.
Included in this year's group of seniors is standout
quarterback Larry Wanke who is in second place in total
offense (1,777 yards) and passing (153 of 274 for 1,758
yards and 12 touchdowns) in the OAC.

Harriers headed to regionals·
by Mike Stein
Sports Editor
By finishing fourth in the Ohio
Athletic Conference Championship meet on Saturday, October
27, both the men's and women's
cross country teams earned the
right to compete in the Midwest
Regionals this weekend at Heidelberg.
Although neither team will
likely finish high enough to advance to 'the Nationals, both teams
will have one senior runner in the
spotlight this weekend.
Both Mark Waner on them en's

team and Heather Peltier on the
women's team have an excellent
chance to finish high enough to
advance to the Nationals.
Both could also conceivably
be labeled the best cross country
. runner ever for their respective
teams.
"Going into that last meet my
goal is to get a personal best,"
Waner said. "My ultimate goal
would be to make Nationals. That
givesmesomethingin mymindto
shoot for."
During his four-year career at
Carroll, Waner has become the
Streaks' leader and most consistent runner.

As good as Waner has been for
the men, Peltier may have been
even better for the women. She
has been named All-President's
Athletic Conference or AJI-OAC
each year, and probably has the
best shot of any Streak runner of
advancing to the Nationals.
"You don't replace an athlete
like her," Jewett said. "She'sbeen
a really outstanding asset to John
Carroll. No one works harder
than her. She has made the most
of her abilities."
The top tbree finishers in both
the men·'s and women's competitionsadvance to the Nationals next
weekend.
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